Sample Proposal and Award Disclosure Scenarios for All Who Are Subject to COI Disclosure Requirements

Scenario 1

- Proposal 1 Submitted (Y)
- Proposal Disclosure Created
- Proposal 1 Awarded (Award 1)
- No HOLD prompt if disclosure approved
- Master Disclosure Revised
- Next Master Revision Due 8/31/15

Scenario 2

- Proposal 1 Submitted (N,N,N)
- Proposal 2 Submitted (N,N,N)
- Proposal 1 Awarded (Award 1)
- Proposal 2 Awarded (Award 2)
- COI Disclosure Created or Master Disclosure Revised
- No HOLD prompt if disclosure approved
- Master Disclosure Revised
- Next Master Revision Due 2/29/16

Scenario 3

- Proposal 1 Submitted (N,N,N)
- SFI Event 1
- Proposal 1 Awarded (Award 1)
- SFI Event 2
- COI Disclosure Created
- Master Disclosure Revised
- Next Master Revision Due 11/30/15

Y = Possible Conflict Identified by COI Screening Questions
N,N,N = No Conflict Identified by COI Screening Questions

Note: A Master Disclosure contains all the approved disclosures for your awards and proposals.